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Abstract
The paper presents a generalization of a known density theorem of
Arrow, Barankin, and Blackwell for properly ecient points dened
as support points of sets with respect to monotonically increasing
sublinear functions. This result is shown to hold for nonconvex sets of
a reexive Banach space partially ordered by a Bishop{Phelps cone.
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1 Introduction
In 1953, Arrow, Barankin and Blackwell [1] proved a famous theorem (ABB
theorem for short), concerning the density of the set of minimal solutions
of strictly positive support functionals in the set of minimal elements of a
compact convex subset S in Rn: This theorem has been the subject of many
investigations and has been proved in various settings and under a variety
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of assumptions. Borwein [5, 6], Hartley [15], and Bitran and Magnanti [4]
proved density theorems in a nite-dimensional space for convex sets. Henig
[16] extended this result to nonconvex sets in Rn:
Radner [25] and Majumdar [21] generalized the Arrow-Barankin-Blackwell
result the case of l1: Majumdar [22] further extended this result to L1: Salz
[26] extended this theorem to real normed spaces partially ordered by a con-
vex cone with a base norm, Borwein [7] presented a special version in a
normed space with a weakly compact based cone, and Jahn showed that it
remains true for convex sets in a real normed space partially ordered by a
Bishop-Phelps cone [17]. The density theorems under convexity assumption
was given also by Zheng [31], Woo and Goodrich [28], Ng and Zheng [24]. For
a deeper discussion of existing results and the tradeo between assumptions
on the set and the cone we refer the reader to Ferro [9], Truong [27], and
Woo and Goodrich [28].
In the case where S is not convex, the density result has been obtained
for the set of Henig proper ecient points [2, 10, 23, 27, 14] and the set of
superecient points [8, 29, 30, 32].
Most authors exploited the assumption of compactness or weak compact-
ness of S [8, 11, 23, 25, 32]. By requiring a normality assumption on the
ordering cone C, Truong weakened the compactness assumption on S and
developed a technique based on the concept of Luc cone compactness to ob-
tain existence and density results for proper eciency [27]. Gopfert et al. [14]
generalized the Henig's result to normed spaces for asymptotically compact
sets S by assuming S1 \ C = f0g; where S1 denotes the asymptotic cone
of S; and both asymptotically compactness and asymptotic cone are dened
with respect to a locally convex topology. In both works [14, 27] ordering
cone C is required to have a bounded base.
The aim of this paper is to present a density result for the special kind
of properly ecient points of Hartley cone compact sets in reexive Ba-
nach spaces partially ordered by a Bishop{Phelps cone. These properly ef-
cient points were rstly investigated in [18] (see also [12, 19]) and dened
as support points of sets with respect to monotonically increasing sublinear
functions. This enables to use the supporting points of sets without convex-
ity assumptions. The proper eciency introduced by this way is shown to
be equivalent to Benson's and Henig's proper eciency in reexive Banach
spaces. In these investigations, the special separation property and the non-
linear separation theorem proved in [18] play an important role. In this paper
we present a general sucient condition for two cones to satisfy the separa-
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tion property. We prove also that this condition is necessary and sucient
for a cone to be a Bishop{Phelps cone.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some preliminaries. In
this section we also present the class of monotonically increasing functions
and characterizations of properly ecient points dened with the help of
these functions. Separation property and separation theorems are given in
section 3. In this section a sucient condition for separation property and a
characterization of Bishop{ Phelps cones in the form of necessary and su-
cient conditions are also presented. The main theorem is given in section 4.
Finally, section 5 draws some conclusions from the paper.
2 Preliminaries
In this section, we recall some concepts of cones, separability and proper
eciency. Throughout the paper, we will assume always, unless stated specif-
ically otherwise, that:
(i) X is a reexive Banach space with dual space X;
(ii) S is a nonempty subset of X;
(iii) cl(S), bd(S), int(S), and co(S) denote the closure (in the norm topol-
ogy), the boundary, the interior, and the convex hull of a set S, respectively;
(iv) R+ denotes the set of nonnegative real numbers;
The unit sphere and unit ball of X are denoted by
U = fx 2 X : kxk = 1g (1)
and
B = fx 2 X : kxk  1g;
respectively.
A nonempty subset C of X is called a cone if
x 2 C;   0) x 2 C:
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Pointedness of C means that
C \ ( C) = f0Xg:
cone(S) = fs :   0 and s 2 Sg:
denotes the cone generated by a set S:
CU = C \ U = fx 2 C : kxk = 1g denotes the norm-base of the cone C.
The term norm-base is justied by the obvious assertion that C = cone(CU):
S is said to be Luc C   compact if any cover of S of the form fU + C :
 2 I; U are open g admits a nite subcover; see [20, page 14].
S is said to be Hartley C   compact if, for any x 2 S; S \ (fxg   C) is
compact, see [15].
S is said to be C-closed if S+ C is closed.
S is said to be C bounded if there is a bounded set M  X such that
S M + C:
For x 2 X and a real number  > 0, Bishop{Phelps cone is dened as
C(x; ) = fx 2 X : x(x)  kxkg: (2)
Recall that the dual cone C of C and its quasi-interior C# are dened
by
C = fx 2 X : x(x)  0 for all x 2 Cg (3)
and
C# = fx 2 X : x(x) > 0 for all x 2 C n f0gg; (4)
respectively.
The following three cones called augmented dual cones of C were intro-
duced in [18].
Ca = f(x; ) 2 C#  R+ : x(x)  kxk  0 for all x 2 Cg; (5)
Ca = f(x; ) 2 C#  R+ : x(x)  kxk > 0 for all x 2 int(C)g; (6)
and
Ca# = f(x; ) 2 C#  R+ : x(x)  kxk > 0 for all x 2 C n f0gg; (7)
where C is assumed to have a nonempty interior in the denition of Ca.
Let X be partially ordered by a cone C.
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Denition 2.1. (a) An element x 2 S is called a minimal element of S if
(fxg   C) \ S = fxg.
(b) Let int(C) 6= ;. An element x 2 S is called a weakly minimal element
of S if (fxg   int(C)) \ S = ;.
(c) An element x 2 S is called a properly minimal element of S (in the
sense of Benson [3]) if x is a minimal element of S and the zero element
of X is a minimal element of the radial cone R(S + C; x) of (S + C) at x,
where R(S+ C; x) = cl(cone(S+ C  fxg)).
(d) An element x is called a properly minimal element of S (in the sense
of Henig [16]) if it is a minimal element of S with respect to some convex
cone K with C n f0Xg  int(K).
2.1 The Class of Monotone Sublinear Functions
We begin this section by recalling denitions of monotone functions.
Denition 2.2. Let C be a convex cone in a real normed space (Y; k  k),
and let g : Y! R be a given function on Y.
(a) The function g on Y is called monotonically increasing if, for each
y1; y2 2 Y, y1   y2 2 C ) g(y1)  g(y2).
(b) The function g on Y is called strongly monotonically increasing if, for
each y1; y2 2 Y, y1   y2 2 C n f0g ) g(y1) > g(y2).
(c) If intC 6= ;, then the function g on Y is called strictly monotonically
increasing if, for each y1; y2 2 Y, y1   y2 2 intC ) g(y1) > g(y2).
The assertions of the following theorem were proved in [18]).
Theorem 2.3. Let (Y; k  k) be a real normed space partially ordered by a
pointed closed convex cone C. Let y 2 Ynf0g and  2 R+, and let a
function g(y;) : Y! R be dened as
g(y;)(y) = y
(y) + kyk: (8)
Then, the function g(y;) is monotonically increasing, strictly monotonically
increasing (if int(C) 6= ;), and strongly monotonically increasing on Y if and
only if (y; ) 2 Ca, (y; ) 2 Ca, and (y; ) 2 Ca#, respectively.
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2.2 Characterization of Properly Minimal Elements
In this section we introduce a new kind of properly minimal elements by
using the class of monotonically increasing sublinear functions presented in
the previous section. We dene properly minimal elements as support points
of a set with respect to the given class of functions. and prove that, Benson
and Henig proper eciencies both are equivalent to the presented one.
Denition 2.4. Let S be a nonempty subset of X: An element x 2 S is called
a properly minimal element of S; if there exists a pair (x; ) 2 Ca# such that
x(x) + kxk  x(x) + kxk for all x 2 S:
The following assumption will be used throughout the paper to simplify
the formulation of the separation property.
Assumption 2.5. Let C be a convex cone in a normed space (X; jj  jj): There
exists a pair of elements (x; ) 2 X  R with  > 0 such that
cl(co(CU)) = fx 2 B : x(x)  g: (9)
The following theorem shows that under certain conditions in reexive
Banach spaces the two denitions of proper minimality given by Benson
and Henig, are equivalent. The similar theorem is proved in [18], where
the ordering cone is assumed to have weakly compact base. The following
theorem shows that the same assertions can be formulated in a more simpler
form for ordering cones satisfying Assumption 2.5, without any conditions
on the base (see [18, Theorem 5.8]).
Theorem 2.6. Let (X; k  kX) be a reexive Banach space partially ordered
by a closed cone C satisfying Assumption 2.5. Let S be a nonempty subset of
X. Then, the three denitions of properly ecient points given by Benson,
by Henig and in Denition 2.4 are equivalent.
We omit the proof of this theorem because it follows from Theorem 5.8
given in [18].
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3 Separation Property and Characterization
of Bishop-Phelps Cones
In this section, we present the separation property introduced in [18]. The
generalization of ABB theorem will be given for the sets in reexive Ba-
nach spaces partially ordered by closed convex cones satisfying the separa-
tion property. This property enables to separate two cones (one of them is
not necessarily convex, having only the vertex in common) by a level set of
some monotonically increasing (with respect to the ordering cone) function.
A general sucient condition for two cones to satisfy the separation property
is also presented in this section.
Denition 3.1. Let C and K be closed cones of a normed space (X; k  k)
with norm-bases CU and KU, respectively. Let K@U = KU \ bd(K), and let eC
and eK@ be the closures of the sets co(CU) and co(K@U [ f0Xg), respectively.
The cones C and K are said to have the separation property with respect to
the norm k  k if eC \ eK@ = ;: (10)
Denition 3.2. Let C and K be nonempty cones of a normed space (X; kk)
with int(K) 6= ;. A cone K is called a conic neighborhood of C if (C n
f0Xg)  int(K). For a positive real number ", a cone C" = cone(CU+ "B) is
called an "-conic neighborhood of C.
The following lemma presents a general sucient condition for the sepa-
ration property.
Lemma 3.3. Let C and K be two given closed cones in a reexive Banach
space (X; jj  jj) such that, C is a convex cone for which Assumption 2.5 is
satised, and C \ K = f0g: Then C and K satisfy the separation property
given in Denition 3.1.
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Proof. Let eC and eK@ be as in Denition 3.1. We will show thateC \ eK@ = ;:
Let (x; ) 2 XR with  > 0 be the given pair of elements in condition
(9).
It is not dicult to show that
x(x) < ; 8x 2 KU : (11)
Indeed, if x(x)   for some x 2 KU ; then from (9) it follows x 2 CU  C
that contradicts to C \K = f0g:
Due to the reexivity of X; the unit ball B of this space is weakly compact.
Then KU becomes weakly compact as a closed subset of weakly compact set.
Then there exists a positive number 0 <  such that x(x)  0 for all
x 2 KU : This inequality holds also for x = 0: Then, it is satised for all
x 2 KU [ f0g: Therefore, we obtain that
x(x)  0; 8x 2 co(KU [ f0g);
and, in particular,
x(x)  0; 8x 2 eK@ = cl(co(K@U [ f0g)) (12)
Finally, taking into account the fact that, cl(co(K@U[f0g))  B; from (9)
and (12) we obtain eC \ eK@ = ;; which completes the proof. 2
The following two theorems demonstrate that every Bishop-Phelps cone
of a reexive Banach space can be characterized by Assumption 2.5.
Theorem 3.4. Let X be a reexive Banach space, (x; ) 2 X  R+ with
 > 0; and let
C(x; ) = fx 2 X : x(x)  kxk  0g
be a Bishop-Phelps cone in X. Then C(x; ) satises Assumption 2.5 with
the pair (x; ).
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Proof. Let x 2 X and let  > 0 be a real number, and let C(x; ) be a
given Bishop-Phelps cone in X. Show that C(x; ) satises Assumption 2.5.
It is clear that the norm-base CU of C(x; ) can be represented as
CU = fx 2 U : x(x)  kxk  0g = fx 2 U : x(x)    0:g (13)
Let eC = cl(co(CU)): (14)
As  > 0; in particular, it follows from the denition that C(x; ) is
convex and pointed.
We dene the following set
Z = fx 2 B : x(x)  :g (15)
First we show that
co(CU) = Z: (16)
Let x 2 co(CU): Then, by denition of convex hull, there exists a set of
nonnegative numbers i; i 2 I such that, x can be represented as
x =
X
i2I
ixi; where xi 2 CU and
X
i2I
i = 1:
Clearly, x 2 B: On the other hand
x(x) =
X
i2I
ix
(xi)  :
Then, from (15) we have x 2 Z; that is, co(CU)  Z:
Now, let x 2 Z: We will show that x 2 co(CU):
If kxk = 1 then x 2 U and the inclusion x 2 CU  co(CU) follows from (13).
Consider the case kxk < 1; that is x 2 intB: Denote  = x(x): Clearly
  : Take any non-zero vector b 2 X satisfying x(b) = 0: Consider
x = x+ b;  2 ( 1;1):
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We have
x(x) = x(x) + x(b) =   : (17)
As b 6= 0; we have kxk ! 1 if jj ! 1 which means that x =2 B for large
values of : On the other hand, since x 2 intB; the inclusion x 2 intB holds
for suciently small in absolute value numbers  > 0 and  < 0. Then,
since kxk is weakly upper semicontinuous function of , and B is weakly
compact, there are numbers 1 > 0 and 2 < 0 such that the corresponding
points x1
:
= x1 and x2
:
= x2 belong to the boundary of B (as maximum
values of kxk) w.r.t.  > 0 and  < 0 respectively. That is,
xi 2 U; i = 1; 2:
These inclusions together with (17) and (13) imply that xi 2 CU ; i = 1; 2:
Finally, denoting 0 = 1=(1   2); it is not dicult to check that,
0 2 (0; 1) and x = (1  0)x1 + 0x2:
Therefore, x 2 co(CU); which means that Z  co(CU):
Thus, we have shown that the relation (16) is true. From this relation,
we have
eC = fx 2 B : x(x)  g;
and the proof is completed. 2
Theorem 3.5. Let X be a reexive Banach space and C be a nonempty
closed convex cone of X: Assume that C satises Assumption 2.5 with the
pair (x; ) 2 X  R+ where  > 0: Then C = D(x; ); where D(x; ) =
fx 2 X : x(x)  kxk  0g is a Bishop{Phelps cone.
Proof. Let x 2 X and let  > 0 be the given pair of elements such that
cl(co(CU)) = fx 2 B : x(x)  g:
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Let D(x; ) = fx 2 X : x(x)   kxk  0g be a BP cone formed using
the same pair of elements (x; ): We will show that C = D(x; ):
Let x 2 C: Then there exists a positive real number  such that x 2 CU;
and hence x 2 cl(co(CU)): Then by Assumption 2.5
x(x)  ;
and since x 2 CU; we have  = kxk; and x(x)  kxk: Thus, x(x) 
kxk; which means that x 2 D(x; ):
Now let x 2 D(x; ) n f0g: Then x=kxk 2 U; and therefore x(x=kxk) 
: By Assumption 2.5 x=kxk 2 U; which implies that x=kxk 2 cl(co(CU)):
Then there exists a sequence fyng  co(CU) such that yn ! x=kxk: By the
convexity of C we have yn 2 C; and by the closedness of C we obtain that
x=kxk 2 C: 2
The following example illustrates the separation property, Lemma 3.3 and
Theorem 3.5.
Example 3.6. Let X = R2, C = f(s; s) : s  0g and K = f(s; t) : s 
0 or t  0g. Since the separation property depends on the norm, we will
investigate this example with respect to three norms in R2:
Let k  k1; k  k2 and k  k1 be the l1; l2 and l1 norms respectively, where
kxk1 = jsj + jtj; kxk2 =
p
s2 + t2; and kxk1 = maxfjsj; jtjg; for every x =
(s; t) 2 R2:
For x = (1; 1); it is easy to calculate  = maxfx( xkxk) : x 2 R2:g It is
clear that 1 = 1; 2 =
p
2; and 1 = 2; where 1; 2 and 1 are the maxi-
mum values of  calculated with respect to l1; l2 and l1 norms respectively.
Let CU1 ;CU2 and CU1 be the norm-bases of C w.r.t. l1; l2 and l1 norms
respectively.
Then, we have ~C1 = cl(co(CU1)) = f(1=2; 1=2)g; and for x = (1; 1) and
1 = 1 one has fx 2 B : x(x)  1g = f(s; t) : s + t = 1; s  0; t  0g,
hence cl(co(CU1)) 6= fx 2 B : x(x)  1g: Therefore, Assumption 2.5
is not satised for C (for the case of l1 norm). Noting that K@U1 = K
@
U2
=
K@U1 = f(0; 1); (1; 0)g, one has eK@ = f(s; t) : s  0; t  0 and s + t  1g:
Since eK@ \ ~C1 = f(1=2; 1=2)g 6= ;; the separation property is not satised
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for these cones. Finally, since Assumption 2.5 is not satised, C must not
be a Bishop{Phelps cone by Theorem 3.5. Indeed, there does not exist a pair
(x; ) with C = fx = (s; t) : x(x)  kxkg; and the smallest Bishop{
Phelps cone containing C is a cone of the form f(s; t) : s+ t  jsj+ jtjg (with
x = (1; 1); 1 = 1) which equals R2+:
On the other hand, ~C2 = cl(co(CU2)) = fx 2 B : x(x)  2g =
f(p2=2;p2=2)g: Hence C satises Assumption 2.5 for l2 norm, and because
of C\K = f0g; by Lemma 3.3 the cones C and K must satisfy the separation
property given in Denition 3.1. We have eK@ \ ~C = ; and hence C and K
satisfy the separation property given in Denition 3.1.
Note also that, since C satises Assumption 2.5, by Theorem 3.5 it must
be represented as a Bishop{Phelps cone. Indeed, for x = (1; 1) and 2 =
p
2
we have
C = fx = (s; t) : x(x)  2kxk2g = f(s; t) : s+ t 
p
2
p
s2 + t2:g
Finally, it can be shown in a similar way that ~C1 = cl(co(CU1)) = fx 2
B : x(x)  1g = f(1; 1)g: Hence C satises Assumption 2.5 and the
separation property together with the cone K for the case of l1 norm, and C
can be represented as a Bishop{Phelps cone:
C = fx = (s; t) : x(x)  1kxk1g = f(s; t) : s+ t  2maxfjsj; jtjg:g
2
The following two theorems proved in [18] concern the existence of a
pair (x; ) 2 Ca# for which the corresponding sublevel set S(x; ) of the
strongly monotonically increasing sublinear function g(x) = x(x) + kxk
separates the given cones C and K, where S(x; ) is dened as
S(x; ) = fx 2 X : x(x) + kxk  0:g (18)
Theorem 3.7. Let C and K be closed cones in a reexive Banach space
(X; k  k). Assume that the cones  C and K satisfy the separation property
dened in Denition 3.1,
 eC \ eK@ = ;; (19)
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Then, Ca# 6= ;, and there exists a pair (x; ) 2 Ca# such that the corre-
sponding sublevel set S(x; ) of the strongly monotonically increasing sub-
linear function g(x) = x(x) + kxk separates the cones  C and bd(K) in
the following sense:
x(x) + kxk < 0  x(z) + kzk (20)
for all x 2  C n f0Xg, and z 2 bd(K). In this case the cone  C is pointed.
Conversely, if there exists a pair (x; ) 2 Ca# such that the correspond-
ing sublevel set S(x; ) of the strongly monotonically increasing sublinear
function g(x) = x(x)+kxk separates the cones  C and bd(K) in the sense
of (20) and if either the cone C is closed and convex or (X; k  k) is a nite
dimensional space, then the cones  C and K satisfy the separation property
(19).
Theorem 3.8. Let C be a closed cone of a reexive Banach space (Y; kkY),
and let C" be its "-conic neighborhood for a real number " 2 (0; 1). Suppose
that C and C" satisfy the separation property given in Denition 3.1. Then,
there exists a pair (y; ) 2 Ca# such that
 C n f0Yg  int(S(y; ))   C"; (21)
where int(S(y; )) can be dened as
int(S(y; )) = fy 2 Y : y(y) + kyk < 0g: (22)
4 The main result
In this section we formulate the generalization of Arrow-Barankin- Black-
well (ABB) theorem for nonconvex sets of reexive Banach spaces partially
ordered by a Bishop{Phelps cone.
First we present the following lemma without proof which gives important
properties of the so-called dilating cones C" constructed by using the norm-
base CU of C: Its proof is obvious and similar to the proof of lemmas given
for Henig dilating cones in the literature; see for example [16, 8, 14].
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Lemma 4.1. Let C  X be a closed convex cone. For " > 0 let
C" = cone(CU + "B) (23)
be the dilating cone. Then
(i) C" is a closed cone for every " > 0;
(ii) C n f0g  C"1 n f0g  int(C"2) for all 0 < "1 < "2;
(iii) For a sequence of positive numbers "n converging to zero, the sequence
of cones fC"ng converges to C in the following sense: for every positive "
there exists a positive integer N such that all cones Cn with n > N are in "-
conic neighborhood of C.
Theorem 4.2. Let (X; k  kX) be a reexive Banach space partially ordered
by a Bishop{Phelps cone C: Assume that S is a nonempty set of X and there
exists a positive scalar  such that S is Hartley C-compact, where C is the
  neighborhood of C: Let x 2 S be a minimal element of S: Then for every
" 2 (0; 1) there exists a proper ecient point x" of S such that
kx"   xk  ":
Proof. Let x 2 S be a minimal element of S; and let " 2 (0; 1) be a given
number. Let "n be a sequence of decreasing positive numbers converging to
zero, and let
Cn = cone(CU + "nB)
be dilating cone, where CU is a norm-base of C: Then, it is clear that Cn is
a closed cone, C n f0g  int(Cn) and Cn+1 n f0g  int(Cn) for every n; and
the sequence of cones fCng converges to C (see Lemma 4.1).
Note also that, since S has been assumed to be closed and C-compact,
it is Cn-compact for every n > n; where n = minfn : "n < :g
The proof of the theorem consists of two parts.
1. First we will prove that for the given positive scalar "; there exists an
integer n" such that
(fxg   Cn) \ S  (fxg+ "B) \ S; (24)
for all n  n":
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Suppose that this is not true. Then, there exists a scalar  > 0 such that,
for every n > n; one can nd n > n with
(fxg   Cn ) \ S * (fxg+ B) \ S:
Hence, for every n > n there exist xn 2 (fxg   Cn) \ S with kxn   xk > :
Because of the compactness of (x   Cn) \ S; the sequence fxng contains
convergent subsequence fxnkg. Let xnk ! x0: Then, from relations xnk 2
(fxg Cnk)\S and kxnk  xk >  we obtain x0 2 (fxg C)\S and x0 6= x;
which contradicts to the hypothesis that x is a minimal element of S: Thus,
the relation (24) has been proved.
2. Denote C" = Cn" : Since the ordering cone C is a Bishop-Phelps cone,
by Theorem 3.4 it satises Assumption 2.5. Then by Lemma 3.3, cones C and
C" satisfy the separation property. Therefore by Theorem 3.7, there exists a
pair (x"; ") 2 Ca# such that the corresponding sublevel set S(x"; ") of the
strongly monotonically increasing sublinear function g(x) = x"(x) + "kxk
separates the cones  C and  bd(C") in the following sense:
x"(x) + "kxk < 0  x"(z) + "kzk (25)
for all x 2  C n f0Xg, and z 2  bd(C").
Note that
S(x"; ") = fx 2 X : x"(x) + "kxk  0; g
and
int(S(x"; ")) = fx 2 X : x"(x) + "kxk < 0g
(see [18, Lemma 3.6]).
Let
S" = (x  C") \ S: (26)
It follows from (24) that
S"  (fxg+ "B) \ S; (27)
Then it is clear that (see Theorem 3.8)
 C n f0gX  int(S(x"; "))   C"
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and
(fxg+ S(x"; ")) \ S  S"
Since g(x) = x"(x) + "kxk is weakly lower semicontinuous, and S" is
compact, g achieves its minimum on S". Thus, there exists x" 2 S" such that
x"(x") + "kx"k  x"(x) + "kxk for all x 2 S";
or
x"(x  x") + "kx  x"k  0 for all x 2 S":
This means by Denition 2.4 that x" is a proper minimal element of S" and
in the case that x" is the unique minimum of g on S"; the following relation
holds:
(fx"g+ S(x"; ")) \ S" = fx"g:
If x" is not a unique minimum of g on S"; then the above intersection may
also contain other minimums. In this case, because of the inclusions
 C n f0gX  int(S(x"; "))   C";
for some " > 0 there exists a dilating cone C" such that
 C" n f0gX  int(S(x"; ")):
Then, it is clear that
(fx"g   C") \ S" = fx"g:
Now we show that x" is a properly minimal element of the entire set S:
Assume to the contrary that this is not true: there exists bx 2 S n fx"g such
that bx 2 (fx"g   C") \ S: (28)
It is clear that bx =2 S": Then, since
 C" n f0gX  int(S(x"; "));
and S(x"; ")   C"; we obtain (see (26))bx 2 (fxg   C") \ S = S";
which is a contradiction. Hence, it has been proved that x" is a proper
minimal element of the entire set S: Then since x" 2 S"; the proof of the
theorem follows now from (27). 2
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Remark 4.3. The following example demonstrates that the Hartley C compactness
condition of S cannot be weakened to Hartley C compactness condition.
Example 4.4. Let
S = fx = (x1; x2) 2 R2 : x1 < 0; x2 < 0; x2  1=x1g;
and C = R2+: Then S is Hartley C compact, but is not Hartley C compact
for every  > 0: The set of ecient points of S consists of the whole boundary
curve:
fx = (x1; x2) 2 R2 : x1 < 0; x2 < 0; x2 = 1=x1g:
The set of properly ecient points of S is empty, and hence the assertion of
ABB Theorem is not true for this case. 2
Remark 4.5. It is well-known that if S is asymptotically compact with S1\
C = f0g; then S is Hartley C compact (see [13, Proposition 3.2.26]). But
the inverse conclusion is proved only for convex sets S. Therefore, Example
4.4 demonstrates that the density result obtained in [14] does not cover the
result presented in this paper.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we present a generalization of Arrow-Barankin-Blackwell theo-
rem for properly ecient points dened as support points of sets with respect
to monotonically increasing sublinear functions. This theorem is shown to
hold for Hartley cone compact sets of reexive Banach spaces partially or-
dered by a Bishop{Phelps cone. A characterization of Bishop{Phelps cones
in the form of necessary and sucient condition is also presented.
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